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Say goodbye to knitter’s & crocheter’s block

INSTRUCTIONS 
Wrap

1. Tape yarn end to bottom of flowerpot

(temporary).

2. Apply glue to 1" bottom section of

flowerpot.

3. Wrap yarn in a continuous motion

around flowerpot working from the

bottom towards the top.

4. Continue to apply glue in 1” sections

to the flowerpot and wrap yarn until

entire pot is covered.

5. Tape end of yarn to inside of flowerpot.

6. Allow glue to dry overnight. Remove

tape from yarn ends and trim close to

pot edge.

Braid

1. Cut 6 strands of yarn approximately

15" [38 cm] long.

2. Tape ends to a flat surface and braid

(2 strands for each section of braid).

3. Tape braid end so it will not unravel.

Version I

Wrap: Wrap yarn around flowerpot 

following above directions. For younger 

children cut yarn into 18" [45.5 cm] for 

easier handling.

Braid: Make 1 braid.

1. Apply glue to top edge of flowerpot

(over wrapped yarn).

2. Wrap braid around flowerpot,

trimming braid to length as needed.

3. Remove tape and glue ends securely

into place.

Version II

Wrap: Cut various lengths of MC, A and B.

Using these yarns, wrap yarn around 

flowerpot in desired sequence following 

above directions.

Braid: With MC make 2 braids.

1. Apply glue to top edge of flowerpot

(over wrapped yarn).

2. Wrap braid around flowerpot,

trimming braid to length as needed.

3. Remove tape and glue ends securely

into place.

Repeat steps 1-3, wrapping braid around 

center of flowerpot.

MATERIALS

Lily® Sugar’n Cream® 
(Solids: 2.5 oz/70.9 g; 120 yds/109 m; Ombre: 2 oz/56.7 g; 95 yds/86 m)
Version I
Summer Splash Ombre (02743)                                     1 ball 

Version II
Main Color (MC) Summer Splash Ombre (02743)     1 ball
Color A Yellow (00010) 1 ball
Color B Hot Green (01712) 1 ball

One 3" [7.5 cm] x 8" [20.5 cm] high wide flowerpot. Tape. Glue. Scissors.

MEASUREMENT

Approximately 3" [7.5 cm] wide x 8" 

[20.5 cm] high.
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